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Abstract
Chocolate spot disease, caused by Botrytis fabae, is a major constraint that limits productivity of faba bean (Vicia faba) in Ethiopia. This
is mainly due to lack of disease resistant genotypes from the locally adapted varieties. Therefore, the development of resistant faba bean
varieties that are adapted to different agro-ecologies are important as it improves selection efficiency and reduce breeding time and cost.
The study was, therefore, conducted to evaluate the effect of the genotype x environment interaction (GEI) for grain yield and chocolate
spot disease resistance in 21 faba bean genotypes in six locations. A randomized complete block design with three replicates was used at
each location. The additive main effects and multiplicative interaction (AMMI) and the genotype and (genotype x environment) (GGE)
biplot analyses resulted in highly significant differences amongst genotypes, environments and GEI. The influence of the environment
was far larger (61.4% contribution to the total variation observed) than the contributions from the genotypes (20.9%) and GEI (17.7%) In
contrast, genotypes had the largest contribution (73.4%) to the variability observed for chocolate spot resistance. The site Kulumsa (E3)
provided the best discriminating ability for the genotypes, while both AMMI and GGE biplot analyses identified six most stable and
productive genotypes, and four genotypes with low chocolate spot severity but moderate stability. Overall, G14 and G5 with high mean
yield, stable and moderate level of resistance at all locations are recommended as the best genotypes.
Keywords: AMMI, Botrytis fabae; disease resistance stability; faba bean; GGE; genotype x environment interaction.
Abbreviation: AMM I_Additive main effects and multiplicative interaction; AEC_Average Environment Coordinate; AEA_Average
Environment Axis; GEI_Genotype by Environment Interaction; GGE_Genotype and
Genotype x Environment interaction;
IPCA_Interaction Principal Component Axis; PC_Principal Components.
Introduction
Faba bean (Vicia faba) is globally the fourth most important
food legume with great potential to alleviate malnutrition for
the resource-poor farmers. It is the principal legume in the mid
and highlands of Ethiopia grown to sustain the cropping
systems and soil fertility. However, the average global yield of
faba bean is low (1.8 t ha-1), far below the potential yield (5-7 t
ha-1), due to a large number of biotic and abiotic stresses that
affect the crop (FAOSTAT, 2014). Chocolate spot disease
caused by Botrytis fabae is one of the most important constraint
that contributes to the low productivity of faba bean (Stoddard
et al., 2010). In addition, Ethiopia has diverse agro-ecological
zones and faba bean varieties are bred for different zones.
Consequently, the relative performance of cultivars often
changes from one environment to another; thus extensive
testing is required to identify genotypes with minimal
interaction with environments. Thus, newly developed faba
bean cultivars for release should exhibit great potential for yield

and disease resistance with average stability over different
environmental conditions.
The genotype x environment interaction (GEI) can reduce
gains from selection and complicate identification of the best
genotypes in breeding and cultivar recommendation. The
presence of interactions indicates that the relative genotype
performance in different sites depends essentially on the given
environmental conditions. The phenotypic response of any
genotype in relation to others could therefore be inconsistent,
which is demonstrated by changes in the relative ranking of the
genotypes from one environment to another. According to Yan
et al. (2007), test environment and genotype evaluation are
more meaningful when conducted within mega-environments.
Mega-environment analysis simply involves investigating
whether the covered growing region can be grouped into similar
environments. Various analysis methods have been used to
explore GEI and to identify superior genotypes with wide or
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specific adaptation to different environments. Two frequently
used methods are the additive main effects and multiplicative
interaction (AMMI) model (Gauch et al., 2008), that combines
a univariate method for the additive method for the
multiplicative effect of GEI (Zobel et al., 1988) and the
genotype and (genotype x environment) (GGE) biplot (Yan et
al., 2001). The GGE biplot is a visual statistical tool for
examining the performance of genotypes tested in different
environments. The advantages and disadvantages of both the
AMMI and GGE biplot analyses have been discussed in detail
by Gauch (2006) and Yan et al. (2007). The GGE biplot model
has been utilized to identify breeding lines and cultivars that are
resistant to Ascochyta fabae, rust and chocolate spot diseases in
faba bean (Villegas-Ferna´ndez et al., 2009; VillegasFerna´ndez et al., 2011; Rubiales et al., 2012). The use of
AMMI in analysing the multi-environment disease data to
identify stable sources of resistance has been reported for
different crops (Mulema et al., 2008; Mukherjee et al., 2013).
Evaluation of GEI in multi-environment trials is thus important
in the development of disease resistant, high yielding and stable
genotypes
However, there is insufficient information on GEI and
stability of faba bean genotypes for yield and chocolate spot
resistance in Ethiopia. Therefore, the objectives of the study
were: to (i) evaluate the influence of environments on disease
resistance and yield of faba bean genotypes, (ii) identify stable
genotypes for chocolate spot resistance and yield, (iii)
determine whether locations belong to a single megaenvironment, or a diverse set, and (iv) rank locations based on
discriminating ability and representativeness.

However, genotypes with high mean performance but a large
IPCA score are considered unstable across environments, but
have specific adaptation to some environments. These included
genotypes G8 which was better adapted to E6 (Kofele) and
G21, G16, G9 and G12 with specific adaptation to E4 (Bekoji).
In general, G18 was the most unstable genotype identified by
AMMI model, with low grain yield and the least association
with other environments, while G15 had the largest positive
(0.99) interaction with environment with high grain yield and
G3 had the largest negative interaction (-1.62) but low grain
yield (Supplementary Table 1).
From the AMMI biplots, the markers for environment were
more scattered than the markers for genotypes indicating that
the variability due to environments was higher than that due to
genotypes. From the AMMI 1 model, environments Adadi (E2),
E4 (Bekoji) and E6 (Kofele) were classified as high yielding,
while E1 (Holetta), E3 (Kulumsa) and E5 (Assasa) were low
yielding environments. On the whole, Adadi (E2) was the most
favourable and E1 (Holetta) the least favourable environment
among the six environments included in the study for grain
yield (Fig 1).
There were significant variations for the genotypes (P≤0.001)
environments (P ≤ 0.001) and genotype by environment
interaction (P ≤ 0.05) for chocolate spot disease indicating a
differential response of genotypes across the environments
(Table 1). Genotypes contributed 73.4% to the total variation
observed, followed by GEI which explained 13.8%, while the
environments accounted for 12.7% to the total variation for
chocolate spot disease severity (Table 1). The first and second
interaction principal component axis (IPCA-1 and IPCA-2)
significantly (P ≤ 0.001) contributed to 74.6% of the total
interaction (Table 1).
Environmental means for disease severity scores of the 21
faba bean genotypes over the six environments ranged from
9.6% in Bekoji (E4) to 18.7% in Holetta (E1). Thus, Holetta
(E1) was the most favourable site for disease expression
followed by Assasa (E5) (Table 2) The AMMI biplot indicated
that of the 21 genotypes, G3 and G4 were highly resistant
(quadrant III) and G19, G15, G17, G8, G16 and G9 were
moderately resistant (quadrant II). On the other hand, G18, G6,
and G10 were moderately susceptible (quadrant I) and G1 and
G13 were highly susceptible (quadrant IV). The resistant check
genotype G3 (ILB-4726) was resistant across all environments,
while the susceptible genotype G13 (Kasa) was susceptible
across all environment (Fig 1b).
Genotypes with IPCA 1 scores near zero had little interaction
with the environment Accordingly, the site Bekoji (E4) had a
low environment score exhibiting little interaction with
genotypes (quadrant III) and Adadi (E2) had a high
environment score with a large negative interaction with
genotypes (quadrant IV). Holetta (E1) and Assasa (E5) had
high environment scores with a high positive interaction with
genotypes (quadrant I). The genotypes G9, G15, G16, G17, and
G19, were stable for low chocolate spot severity across the
environments, while genotypes G3, G4 and G8 were resistant to
chocolate spot but unstable across the environments. However,
genotypes G6, G10 and G18 were susceptible for chocolate
spot disease across all the environments (Fig 1b).

Results
AMMI analysis for grain yield and chocolate spot disease
severity
The AMMI analysis of variance showed highly significant
effects (P ≤ 0.001) for genotypes, environments and genotype
by environment interaction (Table 1). The relative magnitude of
the different sources of variation varied greatly as revealed by
their sums of squares (Table 1). Environments contributed
61.4% to the total variation observed, while genotypes and
genotype by environment interaction contributed 21% and
17.7%, respectively. The first and second interaction principal
component axis (IPCA-1 and IPCA-2) contributed 82.6% to the
total interaction (Table 1). The average grain yield for the
genotypes across environments ranged from 2.1 t ha-1 in Holetta
(E1) to 5.6 t ha-1 in Adadi (E2). Considering the best four
performing genotypes for grain yield in each of the six
environments, a crossover GEI was observed which resulted in
different ranking of the genotypes for yield (Table 2). G8
ranked first at three environments, while G2, G11 and G15
were first at one environment each. G4 ranked second at four
environments and G16 appeared in the top four in three
environments. Quadrant I had genotypes with an IPCA score
near the origin (zero) and high mean yield (ideal genotype)
showing stability of the genotypes across the environments
tested. These included genotypes G20, G11, G4 and G14 (Fig
1a).
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Table 1. AMMI analyses: grain yield and chocolate spot disease severity of 21 faba bean genotypes over six locations.
GY (t ha-1)
GDS (%)
Source of
df
SS
MS
Variance explained
df
SS
MS GDS
Variance explained
variation
(%)
(%)
Total
377
949.9
2.52
377
29221
77.5
Treatments
125
792.4
6.34***
125
22935
183.5***
Genotypes
20
166.1
8.3***
20.96
20
16839
842***
73.43
Environments
5
486.3
97.26***
61.36
5
2920
584.1***
12.73
Block
12
24.4
2.04***
12
630
52.5**
Interactions
100
140.1
1.4***
17.68
100
3175
31.8*
13.84
IPCA1
24
77.2
3.22***
63.49
24
1120
46.6***
40.96
IPCA2
22
23.2
1.06*
19.08
22
936
42.6*
33.96
IPCA3
20
21.2
1.06*
17.43
20
700
35
25.39
Residuals
34
18.4
0.54
54
1119
20.7
Error
240
133
0.55
240
5656
23.6
*, **, *** Significant at 0.05, 0.01, and 0.001 probability levels, respectively; GDS: general disease severity score for Chocolate spot (%); GY: grain yield (t ha -1).
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Fig 1 a and b. AMMI biplot of the first interaction principal component axis (IPCA1) versus mean grain yields (t ha-1) (a) and mean
chocolate spot disease severity (%) of faba bean genotypes (G1 – G21 full name Supplementary Table 2) and environments (E1: Holetta;
E2: Adadi; E3: Kulumsa; E4: Bekoji; E5: Assasa; E6: Kofele).

Table 2. The first four AMMI selections for grain yield per environment and mean for disease severity score.
Environment ID
Environment
Mean GY (t ha-1)
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
E1
Holetta
2.10
G8
G4
G3
G17
E2
Adadi
5.62
G15
G4
G21
G16
E3
Kulumsa
3.23
G8
G4
G14
G2
E4
Bekoji
3.86
G11
G16
G15
G20
E5
Assasa
2.56
G2
G4
G16
G8
E6
Kofele
3.95
G8
G21
G11
G13

Mean GDS) (%)
18.69
16.01
14.93
9.58
16.54
14.82

GY: Grain yield (t ha-1); GDS: General disease severity score; 1st – 4th indicates rank of genotype for yield across different environments & b ‘Which-won-where or which is best at what’: for grain yield (a)
and polygon view of GGE biplot, showing which genotype is resistant for chocolate spot (b) based on a genotype x environment of 21 faba bean genotypes evaluated in six environments.
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Fig 2a and b ‘Which-won-where or which is best at what’: for grain yield (a) and polygon view of GGE biplot, showing which genotype
is resistant for chocolate spot (b) based on a genotype x environment of 21 faba bean genotypes evaluated in six environments.
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Fig 3a and b Average environment coordination (AEC) views of the GGE biplot on environment-focused scaling for the grain yield
means (a) and for chocolate spot severity (b) performance and stability of genotypes.
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Fig 4a and b .The vector view of GGE biplot shows interrelationships among the test environment and comparison of environment with
‘the ideal environment’ based on a genotype x environment for yield (a) and for chocolate spot disease (b) of 21 faba bean genotypes.
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Fig 5. Geographical map major faba bean growing areas in Ethiopia where the study was conducted: E1, Holetta; E2, Adadi; E3,
Kulumsa; E4, Bekoji; E5, Asasa; E6, Kofele.

were grouped into two mega-environments with E1, E3, E4, E5
and E6 as one mega-environment and E2 the second megaenvironments for chocolate spot disease.

GGE biplot analysis for grain yield and chocolate spot disease
severity
The GEI was further explored through the genotype and
(genotype x environment) (GGE) biplot analysis. The first two
principal components (PCs) of the GGE biplot accounted for a
total of 83.26% (PC1 = 64.07%, PC2 = 19.19%) of the
variation for grain yield over six locations, while for chocolate
spot disease severity the PCs explained a total of 93.42% (PC1
= 87.94%, PC2 = 5.48%) (Fig 2a & b).

Mean performance and stability of the genotypes
The GGE biplot analysis, for mean performance and stability of
genotypes for grain yield, based on an average-environment
coordinate (AEC) is presented in Fig 3a. The single-arrow on
the AEC points to higher mean yield. G4 had the highest yield,
followed by G8. The double-arrowed line is the AEC ordinate
that points in either direction to greater variability (least
stability). Genotypes G2, G11, G5, G14, G21 and G20 were the
most stable with above average performance while genotypes,
G8 and G15 were the least stable but high yielding (Fig 3a).
Similarly, based on the average-environment coordinate
(AEC) (Fig 3b) genotypes G3, G4, G8, G9, G15, G16 andG19
had low chocolate spot disease severity (negative low PC1
scores) with the least to moderate stability across the
environments. Although G18 was stable it was one of the most
susceptible genotypes. Genotypes G13, G6 and G10 were
susceptible and less stable to chocolate spot (Fig 3a).

The ‘which –won-where’ pattern and mega environments
A polygon view of the GGE biplot for grain yield resulted in
six vertex genotypes with both positive (high yielding) and
negative (low yielding) PC1 scores (Fig 2a). These genotypes
included G8 and G4 which were vertex genotypes in the sector
where environments E1, E3, E6 and E5 sites fell. Genotype
G15 was the vertex genotype in E2 and E4. The other three
genotypes (G3, G18 and G6) fell in sectors with no
environment markers. Four environments (E1 (Holetta), E3
(Kulumsa), E5 (Assasa), and E6 (Kofele)) fell in one sector
thus comprising one large mega-environment, and
environments (E4 (Bekoji) and E2 (Adadi) were grouped into
the other mega-environment (Fig 2a).
Fig 2b shows the polygon view of the GGE biplot of 21 faba
bean genotypes for chocolate spot disease severity. In the biplot
view, genotypes G6 and G10 were the vertex genotypes in the
sector that had environments E1, E4, and E6, while G18 was
the vertex genotype for E6 and E3. Genotype G13 was the
vertex genotype in the sector with environment E2 (Fig 2b).
Based on the disease rating scale used, these genotypes were
the most susceptible to chocolate spot disease in the
environments they were located in as indicated by the high PC1
scores. G3, on the other hand, was the most resistant genotype
to chocolate spot disease as indicated by the high negative PC1
score. The other genotypes within the polygon view and near
the origin had low positive or negative PC1 scores indicating
moderate resistance to moderate susceptibility and were less
responsive than the vertex genotypes. Although the test
environments fell in three sectors of the polygon view, they

Discriminating power and representativeness of the test
environments
The GGE biplots depicting the discriminating ability and
representativeness of the test environments are presented in Fig
4a and b. In this figure the average environment is represented
by the small circle at the end of the arrow and contains the
average coordinates of all test environments (Yan and Tinker,
2005). The biplot contains the “Average-Environment Axis”
[AEA, or average-tester-axis, Yan (2001)] which is the line that
passes through the average environment and the biplot origin.
Environment E5 had the smallest angle with the AEA
indicating it was more representative of the test environments
while E1 and E4 were the least representative. The concentric
circles aid in the visualisation of the length of the environment
vectors. Environment E2 had the longest vector from the biplot
origin indicating it was the most discriminating (informative) of
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the environments. E5, E6 and E3 had moderate vector lengths.
E1 and E4 had the shortest vector lengths.
In terms of correlation, none of the environments were
negatively correlated as there was no obtuse angle observed
between any of the environments (Fig 4a).
All the
environments had acute angles (< 90) with each other, with
some of the environments like, E3 and E6; E4 and E2 having
even smaller angles between them indicating more positive
correlations between the environments. Further, the angles
between E1, E3, E6, and E5 were all smaller (acute).
For chocolate spot disease severity, environments E3 and E4
had the least angles to the AEA line indicating that there were
the most representative of the test environments (Fig 4b). In
addition, the environment vector for E3 was relatively long
indicating both discriminating ability and representativeness.
E2 and E5 had the longest vectors and high positive PC1
scores, suggesting that they were more discriminating of the
genotypes than the other environments (Fig 4b). Environment
E4 had the shortest environment vector and PC2 close to zero,
suggesting less discriminating ability. Further the angles
between all the six environments were acute (< 90 o) indicating
positive correlations among them (Fig 4b).

In contrast E4 (Bekoji) was the least discriminating
environment for disease expression. Genotypes G3, G4, G19,
G15, G17, G8, G16 and G9 were identified as resistant to
moderately resistant with G3, G4 and G19 as the best. In
contrast, G13, G18, G6, G1 and G10 were susceptible with G6
and G13 as the most susceptible genotypes. Genotypes G19,
G15, G17, G9 and G16 were resistant and stable across the
environments. Genotype G3, G4 and G8 were unstable but
resistant. Considering the additive gene action mode of
inheritance for chocolate spot resistance (Beyene et al., 2015),
the unstable yet resistant faba bean genotypes could be
exploited as a genetic source of different breeding strategy. G6,
G10 and G18 were stable but susceptible.
The GGE biplot analysis provided a visual depiction of the
relationship among the genotypes and test environments. The
polygon view of the GGE biplot indicated the presence of a
crossover GEI as the environments fell in different sectors of
the polygon view and had different high yielding genotypes
(Yan and Kang, 2002). Genotypes G8 and G4 were the highest
yielding in environments E1, E3, E6 and E5, and genotype G15
was the highest yielding genotype at E2 and E4. Based on the
average-environment coordinate (AEC) in the GGE biplot,
genotypes G2, G11, G14, G5, G21 and G20 were the most
stable with an above average performance (Yan et al., 2007).
In this study, the environments fell in two megaenvironments. Adadi (E2) was the most discriminating
environment for grain yield followed by Kulumsa (E3), Kofele
(E6) and Assasa (E5). In contrast, Bekoji (E4) and Holetta (E1)
were the least discriminating environments. However, Adadi
(E2) although discriminating of the genotypes, it was the least
representative of the test environments. On the other hand, E5
(Assasa) was the most representative of the environments for
grain yield, followed by Kulumsa (E3). An ideal test
environment should effectively discriminate genotypes and
represent the environments (Yan and Kang, 2002). According
to Yan and Tinker (2005), environments that give little
information on genotypes (Non-discriminating) should not be
used as test environments. Thus, in this study among all the six
environments, Kulumsa (E3) represented the ideal testing
environment with high discriminating ability of the genotypes
and moderate in representativeness of the test environment for
faba bean grain yield. This environment can be used for
selecting generally adapted genotypes. Environments such as
Adadi (E2) which was discriminating but non-representative are
recommended for selecting specifically adapted genotypes (Yan
and Tinker, 2005). The angles between all the six environments
were acute (< 90o) indicating positive correlations among them
for both grain yield and chocolate spot disease severity. This
suggests that the same information could be obtained about the
genotypes from these environments which are closely
associated, thus fewer test environments could be used to
reduce costs.
Stability of resistance to chocolate spot is crucial for the
success of breeding programme. In the present study, the
polygon view of the GGE biplot revealed that genotypes G3,
G4, G15, G14, G16, G19, G8, and G9 had low chocolate spot
severity, but were the least stable genotypes. On the other hand,
G13, G6 and G10 had high disease severity but least stable.
G18 was the most stable genotype with high diseases severity.
The test environments fell in two sectors of the polygon
forming two mega-environments, E1, E3, E4, E5 and E6 as one
mega-environment and E2 the second mega-environments. G3

Discussion
The AMMI analysis revealed highly significant effects for
genotypes (G), environments (E), and genotype x environment
interaction (GEI). Grain yield performances for the tested faba
bean genotypes were influenced highly by the environments
(61.4% contribution to total variation), followed by GEI
reflecting that the genotypes were highly variable in their
responses to different environmental changes. These results are
in agreement with the findings of Fikere et al. (2008) who
observed high contribution (88.5% to the total variation) of the
environments to grain yield variability in AMMI analysis of
some faba bean accessions in Ethiopia. Other studies have
reported significantly different GEI for grain yield in faba bean
(Abebe et al., 2015, Karadavut et al., 2010). The significant
genotype and GEI for grain yield suggested the presence of
differentially adapted faba bean genotypes. Therefore, different
faba bean genotypes could be selected for the different
environments as reported for other crops (Derera et al., 2008,
Sibiya et al., 2013, Zhang et al., 2006). AMMI biplot revealed
that genotypes G20, G11, G4, and G14 were the most stable
and adapted to all environments. However, G8 had specific
adaptation in E6 (Kofele). Similarly, G21, G16, G9 and G12
were adapted to E4 (Bekoji). Environment Adadi (E2) had the
highest yielding genotypes, thus representing a high potential
environment while Holetta (E1) was the lowest yielding
environment. This can be explained by the neutral nature of the
soils at Adadi, but extremely acidic soils at Holetta. Acidic
soils have been reported to be one of the biotic factors that
reduce nodulation and yield of faba bean (Zerihun and Abera,
2014).
AMMI analysis also showed that genotypes were the main
source of variation for chocolate spot disease expression,
followed by GEI. This suggests differential responses of the
genotypes. Equal contributions of the genotypes and GEI to
disease expression were also reported for faba bean genotypes
evaluated in different environments (Villegas-Ferna´ndez et al.,
2011). In this present study, Holetta (E1) was the most
favourable site for disease expression followed by Assasa (E5).
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was a desirable genotype for its low disease severity. Whereas
G18, was most susceptible of all tested genotypes followed by
genotypes G6, G13 and G10. Genotypes were thus ranked as:
G3< G4=G19=G8<G9=G15=G17< G5= G 14=G16
=G21<G12=G11=G20 for stability to chocolate spot disease
resistance. Genotypes G5, G14, G16, G21 and G20 were
selected for their lower disease severity with moderate stability.
Variation in stability of faba bean genotypes for chocolate spot
disease resistance was observed in different locations (VillegasFerna´ndez et al., 2009).
Environments Adadi (E2) and Assasa (E5) had more
discriminating ability of the genotypes for chocolate spot
disease than the other environments. In contrast, environment
E4 had less discriminating ability for the genotypes. However,
environment E3 (Kulumsa) was the most discriminating and
representative environment for chocolate spot disease followed
by Holetta (E1). This indicated these environments are the most
efficient for evaluating the potential of genotypes for chocolate
spot resistance. Bekoji (E4) had less discriminating ability for
the genotypes for chocolate spot disease. An ideal test
environment should effectively discriminate genotypes and
represent the environments (Yan and Kang, 2002). Therefore,
among the six environments Kulumsa (E3) represented the
ideal testing environment for chocolate spot disease and would
be appropriate for selecting best faba bean genotypes resistant
to chocolate spot.
Materials and methods

(moderately susceptible); 25%-large coalesced sporulating
lesions, 50% defoliation and some dead plants (susceptible) and
50%-extensive, heavy sporulation, stem girdling, blackening
and death of more than 80% of the plants (highly susceptible)
(Bernier et al., 1993; Bernard et al., 2006). The data for grain
yield and other agronomic traits were taken following the
standard practice for faba bean trial used. Grain yield was taken
as weight of seeds from the middle two rows per plot. Grain
yield adjustment was made based on oven dried seeds and
adjusted to constant moisture level of 10%. The total grain yield
was recorded on a plot basis and converted to t ha-1 for
statistical analysis.
Statistical data analyses
Both additive main effects and multiplicative interaction
(AMMI) and the genotype and (genotype x environment)
(GGE) biplot methods were used to investigate the genotype,
environment and genotype x environment interaction effects on
grain yield and chocolate spot disease severity of faba bean
genotype as described by Yan (2002). The AMMI model,
which combines the standard analysis of variance with principal
component analysis, was used to investigate the nature of
genotype x environment interaction (Zobel et al., 1988). A total
of six test environments were used for the analysis. Additive
Main Effects and Multiplicative Analysis was performed using
the AMMI macros in GenStat 14th (Payne et al., 2012). The
following AMMI model was used for the 21 germplasm and 6
test environments (Gauch, 1992).
𝑛′

Plant materials and environments

Y𝑖𝑗 = 𝜇 + 𝑔𝑖 + 𝑒𝑗 + ∑ n = 1 𝜆𝑛 𝛼𝑖𝑛𝛾𝑗𝑛 + 𝜃𝑖𝑗.
Twenty one faba bean genotypes consisting of nineteen
genotypes previously recommended as moderately resistant to
chocolate spot disease (Botrytis fabae) along with two standard
checks Kassa (susceptible) and ILB 4726 (resistant) to
chocolate spot disease were tested over six locations
(Supplementary Table 2 & Fig 5). The sites represented the
principal faba bean growing areas in Ethiopia and substantially
differed in terms of geographic locations, temperature, rainfall
and soil pH. The trials in all the environments were conducted
under rain fed conditions.
Experimental design and management
The 21 faba bean genotypes were planted in a randomized
complete block design with three replications in all the
locations. Diammonium phosphate (DAP) fertilizer was applied
at 100 kg ha-1, that is, 20 kg ha -1 phosphorus and 18 kg ha -1
nitrogen, at planting. The fields were managed following
recommendations for the specific locations. For better
evaluation of the genotypes, natural disease infestation for
chocolate spot disease was supplemented with artificial
inoculation of Botrytis fabae isolate at a spore concentration of
5 x 105 ml-1, one month after planting using a knap sac sprayer
(Mohamammed et al., 1994).
Disease severity scores were recorded from the whole plot
once at 88 days after planting. The severity of chocolate spot
was recorded as a percentage of leaf area infected as follows:
1%-no disease symptoms or very small specks (highly
resistant); 3%-few small disease lesions (resistant); 6%-small
coalesced lesions, with some defoliation (moderately resistant);
12%-large coalesced sporulating lesions, 20% defoliation
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𝑖𝑗

𝜃𝑖𝑗 ~𝑁 (0, 𝜎 2 ); i = 1,2, ..., 21; j= 1, 2,...6
Where: Y𝑖𝑗 = yield mean of ith genotype in j environment
𝜇 = grand mean; 𝑔𝑖= main effect of genotypes; 𝑒𝑗= main effects
of environments;
𝜆𝑛= Eigen values for PCA axis n; 𝛼𝑖𝑛 and 𝛾𝑗𝑛 = the ith
genotype jth environment PCA scores for the PCA axis n;𝜃𝑖𝑗 is
the residual; n' is the number of PCA axes retained in the model
GGE biplot analysis was also done using GenStat software
version 14 (Payne et al., 2012). To visualize the performance of
the genotypes in each environment and groups of environments,
a polygon view was drawn by connecting genotypes that were
furthest from the biplot origin such that all genotypes were
enclosed within the polygon (Yan, 2002). The biplot was also
used to explore the interrelationships among environments by
constructing lines (environment vectors) from the biplot origin
to markers for the environments. The cosine of the angle
between environments corresponds to the degree of correlation
between environments. The length of the vectors was used to
determine the discriminating ability of each of the test
environments, with a shorter vector implying that the
environment was not well represented by PC1 and PC2 (Yan et
al., 2007).
Conclusion
Yield performance of the newly selected faba bean genotypes in
this study were highly influenced by environment and genotype
x environment interaction, in contrast to the chocolate spot
disease which was influenced largely by genotypic differences.
Both the GGE biplot and AMMI analysis provided almost

similar results in terms of stability and performance of the
genotypes. Among the genotypes FBColl-0012 (G2), FBColl0034 (G11), FBColl-0055 (G14), FBColl-0025 (G5), FBColl0049 (G21) and FBColl-0036 (G20) all from the landrace
collection were the highest yielding and most stable genotypes
across the six environments, while for chocolate spot disease
resistance genotypes G5, G14, G16 and G21 had moderate
stability and resistance to chocolate spot disease. In addition,
G20, G4, G19, G8, G9, G15 and G17 were also low in
chocolate spot severity. The less stable yet resistant faba bean
genotypes could be exploited as a source of resistance for
different breeding strategies. Overall, genotypes FBColl-0055
(G14) and FBColl-0025 (G5) were the best in terms of yield,
stability and disease resistance and could thus be recommended
over the test environments. The GGE biplot clustered the six
environments into two mega environments and Kulumsa (E3)
was found to be the best in terms of discriminating ability and
representative of the test location to evaluate faba bean for yield
potential and chocolate spot resistance.
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